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In the words of more than 200 of Aliâ€™s family members, opponents, friends, world leaders, and

others who have known him best, the real Muhammad Ali emerges: deeply religious, mercurial,

generous, a showman in and out of the ring.Thirty years after he burst onto the scene as a gold

medal light-heavyweight at the Rome Olympics, Muhammad Ali is still a magical figure. His

accomplishments in the ring were the stuff of legendâ€”the two fights with Sonny Liston, when he

proclaimed himself â€œThe Greatestâ€• and proved he was; the three epic wars against Joe Frazier;

the stunning victory over George Foreman in Zaire; and the shocking loss and final win that made

him the first man to win back the heavyweight crown twice, fourteen years after he had first claimed

it. Aliâ€™s life has been played out as much on the front pages as on the sports pages. With brilliant

immediacy and unprecedented candor, bestselling author Thomas Hauser recreates this

extraordinary man.
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Hauser compiles opinions from a wide-ranging roster of interviewees to create a portrait of the

controversial boxing champ that bristles with insights, jabs and tributes. Photos. Copyright 1992

Reed Business Information, Inc.

The New York Times Book Review The first definitive biography of...the boxer who transcended

sports as no other athlete ever has.Budd Schulberg Chicago Tribune How many Muhammad Ali's



have we seen during his tempestuous ride through 30 years of roller-coaster American history? Ali

rode that roller coaster with zest and pride and humor and class.Publishers Weekly A feast for fans,

this composite portrait bristles with insights, jabs, and tributes.The Sporting News Compelling...I

doubt that we shall ever see a more comprehensive portrait of this extraordinary athlete.Los

Angeles Sentinel This is by far the best book ever written about Muhammad Ali, and one of the best

ever written about a celebrity-entertainment-controversial figure....It gets inside "the real

Muhammad."The Nation A new generation is about to rediscover this exemplar of the Zeitgeist of

the 1960s....The awesome pressures mortals can't imagine...were somehow converted into

motivation by Ali. And this comprehensive, poignant and knowing book is sure to be a catalyst of his

coming renaissance....Ali was bigger than boxing, and so is this book.New York Post Muhammad

Ali: His Life and Times is a measuring stick for at least three decades of America -- who we were,

how we changed and what we became.New York Daily News Extensive and fascinating detail;

first-rate....The triumph of the "witness" technique in biography may be judged complete.The Boston

Globe A magnificent book [about] a life that needs to be understood whether you care a whit about

boxing or not.National Public Radio You're liable to find Muhammad Ali in the sports section of your

bookstore, and that's certainly one place it belongs. Ali was a massive presence in sports for

decades. But this book should be in the biography section as well, because like all good biography,

it teaches us something about what it means to try to make a meaningful life in this slippery world.

And it should be in the history section, because Ali has been a force in contemporary events second

to no American.

Reading this story took me back to a time when I was just a teen-ager huddled with friends back in

'64' while listening to Liston/Ali 1. For me at that time, it was just magical to witness this rising

phenomenal human being. He Most certainly was my most unforgettable person in my life up to this

moment. I'm really glad to have been alive during his time here and I appreciated the lessons

learned from him! Great work (research & all), Mr Hauser. Calvin Ray White

This was a superb book. Muhammad Ali was one of my heroes growing up and I enjoyed learning

more about him. I loved the style, the oral history getting interviews from people in his life. I wished

there were more details on things like how he trained or his lifestyle. However, this book is great for

anyone that wants a history of boxing, a history of America in the 1960s and 70's, and a story of one

of the great American icons from the 60's and 70's.



this was a great book; liked the style hauser used to relay the story of ali; i grew up in my early adult

life wanting anyone ali fought to beat him bad to hopefully shut his big mouth; he was a self

promoting fighter who was obnoxious how he riduculed many of the fighter he was scheduled to

fight but reading this book make me rethink so of my attitudes towards ali; he was not perfect &

some of my early criticisms still hold merit but there was a lot about the man i did not know & i have

come to respect him more after reading this book; book covers his fights well but also covers his

politics, religion, opposition to vietnam war etc; i recomend this book highly to anyone who wants to

know what the 60 & 70's were all about

Hauser used a different approach in writing this book, in that Ali story is directly told by others in

chronological order. This makes the book a faster read and helps the reader draw their own

conclusions about Ali, by hearing difference opinions and different versions of some of the same

events. This was a unique approach. I particular enjoyed the opinions given about whether Ali in his

prime would have won a fight between Tyson in his prime. I also enjoyed reading about Ali's giving

nature that most of the public is unaware of.

Excellent and innovative recounting of his life. It captures the context of the era while doing justice

to such a complex persona. Highly suggested both to learn about Ali and as a biography in general.

A piece of history from multiple of perspectives. The author placed comments and stories told by

those close to Ali ... people who lived next to him, fighters, friends, family, business acquaintances,

wives, etc. You get their perspective, too.With this information inserted after a subject is discussed,

it first throws you off balance until you realize that everybody weighs in on the subject before moving

on to the next subject or area of Ali's life.This book covers Ali's life more thoroughly than any other

publication I have read. From the people I have spoken to, this is the most accurate and concise

writing to cover Ali's life. The book is lengthy, but has a lot of information for those who have the

interest. For boxing fans, this book a must have.This book is Scott Ayler Approved.

My husband read it he got so emotional while reading it that he choked up

Great read at a great  price- published many years ago -love to reread it on ocassion
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